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Mrs Di Brown
My thanks to Harry, Irene & John for the judging invitation to both shows. Despite
the glitch with the hall booking it all went very well, it was a pleasure to be here and
everyone seemed to enjoy their day – even if the loos were dire to say the least! Ross
Davis was my excellent steward once again, there were some particularly interesting
examples of coat pattern to see today, so I hope you found it helpful Ross and my
thanks once again for your help.
Oriental Cinnamon Male Adult
BOB – Denyer’s CH TOGHAR KINDAPOSH THOMAS (OSH o) M 19/04/13
(See SCA report)
Oriental Cinnamon Female Adult.
Also considered for BOB - Miller’s IMP GD CH BARBECCO MIRANDA
(OSH o) F 16/06/11. I have always admired this lady, she has lovely type, super size
for a female and excellent colouring, however today she was very frightened when I
got to her. I managed to get her out of her pen but it was almost impossible to assess
her properly and I didn’t want to upset her further. I was pleased to see her more
settled later in the day
Oriental Spotted Tabby Neuter
1st PC w/h – Ford’s SARNAU MISSINDIA (OLH hs 21v) FN 03/07/13. Attractive
lady neuter of good type. Medium length head with good top and proportionate ears
well set. Oriental eye shape and set with gentle expression and mid green colour.
Profile chin and bite good. Long well covered body, with tail to almost balance. Coat
pattern not as registered, she does have spots but they are in red and not in the base
colour, the spotted pattern has obviously lifted and diffused, and she is now a very
good example of a shaded, particularly for a young cat, silver undercoat well up the
hair shaft. Coat a little long and slightly silky in texture. I would have been happy to
award the certificate if she had been correctly registered. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
Oriental Bicolour Adult
BOB – Allen’s GD CH WICCANWAYS DIVA VON TEEZ ((OSH h 03) F
15/12/12. A lovely little female overall very well balanced and with most attractive
colouring. Neat medium length wedge with good top and large ears nicely set. Sweet
expression to eyes of very good green. Profile almost straight with firm chin and level
bite. Well covered body of good length with dainty limbs and paws, tail to balance.
Attractive mix of dark chocolate and bright red patches with just on the one third
white required, on face across the chest, down the tummy in a narrow complete line
and on all four limbs, black patches sound and the red are minimal for ghosting. I note
she did have a scab on the back of her neck that looked like a healing abscess but as
she was in otherwise good condition I personally saw no reason to withhold her BOB
particularly as the duty vet was aware of it and had not rejected her. I would have left
her at home if she had been mine, but when I spoke to the owner after judging, she
was very upset because she had not been aware of it. Excellent temperament.

Balinese Kitten
1st & BOB – Browning’s PIPPASTRO SWEET-DREAMS (BAL a 21 33) F
29/09/13. A beautifully grown kitten of very good type and style. Super strong little
head with broad top and huge beautifully fluffed ears set wide. Oriental shape and set
to eyes with inscrutable expression and mid blue colour. Strong profile with broad
nose, deep chin lines up and the bite is level. Long strong and weighty body with
strong boned limbs and large yeti paws, tail to almost balance. Mid blue tabby
markings to head well defined, with paler bracelets and rings just visible on the tail.
Coat length development in keeping with age though the plume is still a tad sparse.
Texture soft fine and whispy but could be silkier. Excellent to handle and excellently
presented.
END OF REPORT

S.C.A.
Siamese or Balinese Champion Male
1st GC CC w/h – Gray & Johnson’s CH TSAICHIN GORGIOUS GEORGE
(SIA b) M 28/06/13. This boy is undoubtedly very stylish and he is a lovely size for
11 months. I admit to being a little undecided over the certificate and if it had been a
CC I would have had no hesitation, but felt that he lacked the maturity for this level
on the day. Head a little out of balance at present and needs to broaden and
strengthen at the top, ears large and set to follow the lines of the wedge. Oriental eye
shape and set with good expression and mid blue colour. Profile chin and bite good.
Long elegant neck with a long weighty adolescent body, tail needs an inch to balance.
Very good points colour, warm in tone and reasonably pale but the mask is
incomplete and somewhat patchy at the moment. Pale ivory coat, lightly shaded and
of very good length and texture. Rather grumpy today, immaculately presented.
Siamese or Balinese Champion Female
GD CC – Budden’s CH JOMESE SASSY JASSY (SIA g) F 30/09/12. A lovely big
strong girl with excellent type and style. Well balanced head with very good strength
for a female, top line excellent and the ears are beautifully set. Good shape and set to
eyes although she does tend to widen them, but the depth of colour is very good
indeed and has brilliance of tone. Almost straight profile, firm chin and level bite.
Long weighty and well toned body with tapered tail to almost balance. Mid blue tortie
points with plentiful mingling in pale and mid cream, some tonal shading to coat of
excellent sleek and close lying texture. Had some very rude things to say but
otherwise handled well. Excellently presented.
2nd R w/h – Calloway’s CH DRESTOTHRIL SIAMAZING (SIA n) F 27/11/12.
Transferred from my male adult class where she was obviously mistakenly entered.
Overall she is a very nice girl albeit quite dainty for a cat of his age. Well balanced
medium length wedge with very good top of head and very large flared ears set wide.
Oriental eye shape and set with good expression, colour good for depth but lacks
brilliance of tone. Profile very uneven with rise at brow level and a dip to nose below
it, chin slopes back and could be deeper but the bite is level, pinch to muzzle today.
Well defined neckline and a long slender body with good weight for size, tapered tail
to almost balance. Points colour bordering on black rather than warm seal although
her body colour is reasonably warm with pale creamy bib and tummy, some fawn-ish
shading over back, coat length and texture very good. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
Oriental Champion Male
GD CC - Denyer’s CH TOGHAR KINDAPOSH THOMAS (OSH o) M 19/04/13.
A strong and handsome chap, very well developed for 14 months. Broad medium
length wedge with excellent top and large open based ears set to balance. Oriental eye
shape and set, colour could be better but has sufficient green for the SOP. Strong
straight profile and deep chin with level bite. Long well muscled body, long strong
limbs but tail rather short for balance and could be more whippy. Not easy to assess
this colour in the yellow hall lighting but it appeared good, there is a touch of
unsoundness right at the roots and some very slight ghosting but not enough to make

me withhold, coat length and texture excellent. Somewhat tense today, feeling his feet
a little I think but he handled okay. Excellently presented.
Oriental Champion Female
GD CC – Simpson’s CH SHERMESE MAE LEE (OSH n) F 05/11/12. A good
sized girl of very good type and substance. Medium length wedge nicely balanced
with good top line and large ears well set. Oriental eye shape and set with good
expression and mid green colour. Profile almost straight, chin good and level bite.
Long elegant but weighty body , long elegant limbs, tail needs an inch to balance. Jet
black coat that was sound to roots, rather soft and fine in texture and could be
glossier, but lying close to body. Excellent temperament and presentation.
2nd R w/h – Sharpe-Popple’s CH DENSON MAY I AM (OSH b) F 01/05/13. A
neat little queen and overall quite stylish, but for me rather too dainty for this level,
and she was very shy and not showing her self to advantage. Medium length wedge
with very good top of head, ears large and nicely set to balance but held flat with
anxiety today. Almost straight profile, chin appears to be okay but bite not examined
because she was not having any of it and was trying to bite. Hunching her neck, long
slender body with good weight for size, tail quite whippy but needs an inch to
balance. Rich warm Havana coat that was generally sound but still lightly ghosted in
places, excellent for length and texture. Shame she was so unhappy, needs time to
mature. Excellently presented.
Fawn Point Kitten
1st & BOB – Hirst’s TOGHAR TICKLED PINK (SIA p) F 18/10/13. A pretty
babe with good weight for her size. Shorter length wedge with marginal pinch, top of
head good and her large ears are well set. Sweet expression to eyes of excellent deep
and brilliant blue. Dip to nose in profile, chin firm and bite level. Long body and
long slender limbs, tapered tail needs an inch to balance. Super pale rosy fawn points
beautifully matched on all points, almost unshaded warm magnolia coat that was
excellent for length and closeness of texture. The sweetest person to handle,
excellently presented.
Tortie Point Adult
Oh my, I haven’t seen a Siamese Breed Class with this many entries for years – so
many lovely girls to choose from, and two were absent!
CC – Palmer & Newman’s COCOBA SALT N PIPPA (SIA g) F 22/07/13. A neat
and dainty lady with good type and style, still with a fair of maturing to do but
acceptable for her age. Medium length wedge, good width to top of head and large
ears very well set. Good expression to eyes of correct shape and setting with very
good depth of colour. Long dainty and elegant body but surprisingly weighty and well
covered, tapered tail needs an extra inch. Points colour somewhat ambiguous at the
moment, and falls somewhere between blue and blue based caramel tortie, her mask
shows a good mid blue but the ears and tail are much darker with a hint of brown in
places, and some of the tortie mingling is bordering on apricot rather than cream.
Paws pads dark for a blue but not yet purple, coat colouring rather warm for a blue
too, lightly shaded to tone with the points. Coat short and sleek. Excellent to handle
and excellently presented.

2nd – Merry’s MOONDIAMOND PEN CHAN (SIA h) F20/06/13. A well
developed girl for just under the year. Type fairly good, but somewhat traditional in
style. Head medium in length, a slightly rounded wedge that needs a touch more
width between her large ears. Eyes large and full in shape with bright mid blue
colour. Profile uneven with dips to brow and nose, chin falls away somewhat but the
bite is level. Long well covered body with tail to almost balance. Dark but warm
chocolate tortie points, all well mingled in various shades of red. Almost unshaded
coat of short close texture. Excellent temperament and presentation.
BOB – Stokes’ OB IGDCH LTTLEFEAT POWDERFINGER (SIA f) F 05/03/10.
Superior seal tortie lady on whom I have commented many times so have little to
add to previous critiques. She still has that small excrescence on the back of her skull
that you can feel but not see, but she has so many other good qualities that it is of
little significance. Gorgeous eyes for shape set and colour and she has the most
beautiful butterfly ears. Very relaxed today and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
Also considered - Brock’s OB IGDCH KARAMUSHI TUTTI FRUITY (SIA f) F
04/06/07. An older lady who I have also reported on many times and who also has
some excellent qualities. Just that slight square-ness in the muzzle and a fine soft coat
that was the difference between them. She also has lovely eyes with that true
expression that is exclusive to this breed. Super top of head and very large ears
beautifully set. Warm seal tortie points, coat with some shading but still has contrast.
Perfect to handle and beautifully presented.
Budden’s CH JOMESE SASSY JASSY (SIA g) F 30/09/12.
Davis’ GD CH MYLYNN MYTHICAL MAJIK (SIA f) F 21/07/10. Another
gorgeous girl, very unlucky to meet the others today. Excellent head type with broad
top line and very large flyaway ears set wide. Oriental eye shape set and expression
with deep sapphire blue colour. Straight strong profile and firm chin with level bite.
Long elegant and firm toned body, tail rather short for balance. Seal tortie points
rather cool in tone with the red mingling generally pale, thus overall, in this lighting,
she was almost black and white appearance. Excellent contrast to coat with the
minimum of tonal shading, just a touch soft in fine in texture today. Rather shy but
handled well, excellently presented.
Oriental Bicolour Neuter
BOB – James’ IMP GD PR FIROUSI PHANTOMOFTHEOPERA (OSH ns 03)
MN22/03/10. A handsome Bicolour lad of very good type and strength. Medium
length wedge with very good top, ears nicely open at the based and set to balance.
Super eyes for shape set and expression, an excellent vivid green in colour. Profile a
tad uneven but appearance not helped by his white facial markings, good firm chin
and level bite. Excellent weight and tone to body with a trim tummy line, tapered tail
a little short for balance. Plenty of white in all the right places with half white face
that reflects his name, all white areas pristine and sparkling, some bleeding to the
edges of the two colours but not excessive. Black smoke areas show good clear silver
undercoat and a little tabby ghosting, coat short sleek and close lying. A friendly and
relaxed boy, beautifully presented.
END OF REPORT

